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2Motivation

❏ Citius manages judicial courts’ processes
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4Motivation

❏ When there is a breach, first steps comprise the inspection of applicational 
logs

❏ There is no integrity and availability guarantees of such logs!

❏ Attackers can change or delete logs, compromising audits.

❏ Ultimately, corruption can get away



5Objectives

❏ Increase applicational logs (audit data)  resiliency

❏ Mediate administrators and auditors’ access to audit data



6JusticeChainSolution

❏ JusticeChain, a blockchain-based system for protecting and managing audit 
data (applicational logs)

❏ Blockchain Component: Permissioned, private blockchain

❏ Blockchain Client Components



7JusticeChainSolution

❏ Legislative power vs judicial power

❏ Conflict of interests, leading to lack of trust

❏ Blockchain distributes trust, giving guarantees to judges



8Data ModelSolution

Assets to protect:
❏ Logs: customizable

3 participants/types of 
nodes:

❏ Logger
❏ Auditor
❏ Network Admin



9Blockchain Client ComponentsSolution

JusticeChain Client:

❏ Retrieves logs
❏ Preprocesses logs
❏ Issues transactions to 

the blockchain on behalf
of an organisation

❏ For more 
decentralization, there 
can be multiple 
JusticeChain clients



10Blockchain ComponentsSolution



11Blockchain Components  ImplementationSolution



12MethodologyEvaluation

iii) What is the cost, in terms of storage, of protecting logs, i.e., what is the 
scalability of JusticeChain?

i) What is the throughput rate JusticeChain can achieve?

ii) What is the latency of JusticeChain, i.e., what is the time window needed for 
logs to be secured?



13Setup Evaluation

❏ 2 orgs, 2 peers
❏ 1 channel
❏ Solo orderer
❏ Variable number of clients/Loggers
❏ Backlog rate controller

❏ Google Cloud: London,UK with 
16vCPU and 60GB of memory, and a 
50GB SSD



14Throughput and Latency Evaluation

❏ 1 Logger:  25tps, 16s
❏ 10 Loggers: 37 tps, 48s => maximum throughput obtained, trade-off with latency



15StorageEvaluation

❏ What is the storage required for each 
committing peer, for a year?

❏ For a log entry with 10 attributes:
56.7 TB

❏ More attributes per log entry ⇒ More 
storage required

❏ Required storage evolves linearly



16Final conclusions

❏ Limitations: performance, centralization (?)

❏ We can achieve higher decentralization by adding more blockchain clients 

❏ JusticeChain may improve log resiliency and trust distribution across the Portuguese 
justice stakeholders
 



17Conclusions
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JusticeChain is available at: 
https://github.com/RafaelAPB/JusticeChain

Thank you!

https://github.com/RafaelAPB/JusticeChain

